VMAP: Enhancing a Successful Formula

2016 SCOTTISH RITE WORKSHOPS

HOUSTON, TX • MARCH 18-19
PHOENIX, AZ • APRIL 1-2
CHARLOTTE, NC • APRIL 15-16
FROM NEW MEMBERS TO ACTIVE MEMBERS

Bro. Jeff Maynor, 32°, KCCH
VMAP Committee Chairman
Venerable Master (2012-14), Valley of Baton Rouge, LA
## DISCUSSION TOPICS

- Reunion Experience
- New Member Engagement
- Scottish Rite Education for Candidates
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• How has VMAP changed your Valley?
• Do you feel that anything could be added or adjusted in VMAP or any of these categories that could improve it?
• How can any single program or activity suggested in VMAP be adjusted to work for any size Valley?
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• Are there programs that are particularly good for smaller Valleys or for large Valleys? Can adjustments be made for any size Valley?

• Are any of these programs better suited for urban or rural Valleys? Why?

• What could help VMAP work better for you?
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